MarketWire

Drive your profitability with
smarter market intelligence
The energy market is complex and vast. Tracking, aggregating,
and analyzing all the data points relevant to your business is a
never-ending task. Fortunately, you don’t have to do it all yourself.
DTN MarketWire delivers the news, analysis, and insights you
need — without the distractions that are irrelevant to the
downstream fuel industry.
• Find demand when and where it is
• Get spot price assessments for refined fuels, biofuels, and NGL
• Read the latest commentary and insights on energy
market moves
• Uncover new opportunities with margins and analysis

Diverse & experienced analysts
Staff analysts and editors at MarketWire come from many
disciplines, including global oil production and flow, financial and
energy markets, technical analysis, geopolitical and monetary
policies, and macroeconomics. From their diverse backgrounds,
you’ll get a holistic picture of market movement and responses
to events. With more than 90 spot price assessments, industry
oil fundamental data tables and analysis, technical analysis,
and industry news, you’ll have all of the knowledge you need to
successfully execute your pricing strategies.

“The data
we receive
from MarketWire
feeds directly
into our back-office
accounting system.
We don’t have
to crunch all
those numbers
ourselves. Instead,
we get actionable,
reliable data.”
Terry Tesch, general
manager, R. B. Stewart
Petroleum Products, Inc.

MarketWire

More than just data

• Daily wholesale rack pricing

MarketWire collects vast amounts of data from
disparate sources. But what differentiates it is
that our analyses tell you the stories behind the
data. Anyone can spot a trend line; MarketWire
will show you what to expect from the results of
the trend.

• Daily temperature correcting wholesale
rack pricing index

With MarketWire, you’ll get:
• Expert analysis of gas and diesel demand
through proprietary rack flow data

• Industry data tables

Information where you need it
MarketWire seamlessly integrates into the DTN
tools you already use, like DTN ProphetX®, DTN
Fuel Buyer®, and DTN Fuel Seller®.

• Spot price assessments for:
• U.S. refined fuels markets

“MarketWire, through
DTN ProphetX, saves us
at least an hour a day in
pricing communication.”

• U.S. biofuels markets
• U.S. natural gas liquids markets
• Commentary on:
• Oil futures markets
• Physical refined fuels markets

Terry Tesch, general manager, R. B.
Stewart Petroleum Products, Inc.

• Trader positions
• Arbitrage opportunities
• Refinery margins
• Interaction between macroeconomics
and oil markets
• Interaction between geopolitics
and oil markets
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